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Abstract—In a smart advertising network (SAN), a broker
builds user profiles from its wealth of user data, manages
advertisements for retailers, and disseminates the advertisements
through multiple channels. However, the broker sometimes
provides insufficient transparency explanations of advertising
activities, which may result in the increasing popularity of ad-
blocking software and lower advertising investments from
retailers. In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based Smart
Advertising Network with Privacy-preserving Accountability
(SANPA). Specifically, we design a composite Succinct Non-
interactive Argument (SNARG) system, that commits advertising
policies as cryptographic authenticators in a smart contract. By
doing so, SANPA is compatible with the existing SAN without
posing prohibitive implementation cost over the blockchain
architecture. Users or retailers can require explanations of an
advertising activity by sending a challenge to the smart contract.
With the succinctness and privacy preservation of the SNARG
system, the smart contract can efficiently verify whether the
challenged advertising activity follows committed advertising
policies without exposing user profile privacy. If any misconduct
is identified, the contract enforces public accountability on the
misbehaving party by confiscating its cryptocurrency deposits.
We conduct extensive experiments to provide both on-chain and
off-chain benchmarks, which demonstrates the application
feasibility of SANPA.

Index Terms—Smart advertising network, blockchain,
transparency, accountability, privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE technical advances of Internet of Things (IoT) and the

next generation wireless technology are reshaping the

advertising industry [1], [2]. Specifically, a smart advertising

network (SAN) of connected intelligent objects, such as smart

vehicles and smart home devices, can help retailers to effec-

tively reach users through multiple advertising channels. For

example, a user can receive advertisements of healthy diets

from a smart watch, or promotion codes of nearby shopping

centers from mobile devices. At the same time, with the explo-

sive volumes of data in SAN, retailers are able to profile

behaviors of their users and personalize their advertisements

to improve ad recommendation efficiency. As a result, SAN is

surpassing traditional advertising strategies, such as TV and

billboard in 2018, and will be dominating the advertising

industry in the future [3].

In practice, SAN is managed by a third-party broker [4]. With

its ubiquitous devices and applications, the broker collects mas-

sive user behavior data to build user preference profile. For

example, Google records user activities from its ecosystem

including Android and Google Home devices, and assigns key-

word tags to users based on their activities. Retailers can also

choose a set of keywords as their targeting policies and rely on

the broker to disseminate their ads to users of related interests.

Later, the broker charges the retailers if any user views the ads

(per view) or clicks the links in the ads (per click). By doing so,

retailers can enjoy the broker’s wealth of user data and advertis-

ing channels for effective ad disseminations. As a result, SAN

has achieved great commercial success. According to eMarketer

[3], Google and Facebook occupy a quarter of overall digital ad

spending in the US in 2018.

There is an emerging challenge for the continuous success of

SAN: the lack of advertising transparency [4]–[6]. First, users

feel offended by the broker when they are unknowingly assigned

with keyword tags. For example, a simple click on a link of

sports news may give users a tag of ‘football’. Second, users

often find themselves receiving annoying ads that are irrelevant

or even biased. For example, ad dissemination based on gender,

age, and nationality is considered as ad discrimination by users

[7]. Without proper countermeasures, many users prefers ad-free

applications or install ad-block extensions [8] to filter out adver-

tisements. This leads to the retailers’ decrease in advertising

investments, which greatly hinders the developments of SAN.

To regain users’ confidence on SAN, both the industry and

the academic are making efforts on increasing the advertising

transparency. An initial attempt by the broker is to provide

users with personal profile management tools. The brokers

also provide users with options of “transparency explanations”

regarding why users are receiving specific ads. For example,

Facebook explains to users the sources and targeting policies

of the ads. However, such explanations are usually insufficient

to users [4] and can sometimes be incomplete [5]. To address

the issue, there have been many research activities, that utilize
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trusted hardware [9] and transparency extensions [6] at user

side or introduce an independent organization to enhance

transparency of SAN [10], which mainly rely on the trustwor-

thiness of a single authority to provide transparency explana-

tions. However, the single authority may not always be

reliable. For example, it is reported that major brokers pay the

developers of ad-blocking tool to make their ads on the

‘whitelist’ [11]. Moreover, it can sometimes be difficult to

provide effective accountability against the advertising mis-

conduct due to the profit considerations and the slow auditing

process. As a result, it is critical to have a decentralized archi-

tecture to enforce publicly verifiable transparency and enforce

effective accountability in SAN.

A solution that builds upon the blockchain architecture [12]

with distributed consensus [13] is more promising for promoting

public accountability in SAN. The blockchain is a public ledger

with blocks of peer-to-peer transactions in a fully distributed net-

work. Secured by the cryptography and consensus protocols

[14], [15], the blockchain ensures a consistent and transparent

view of the shared ledger among mutually distrustful nodes. If

we view the blockchain as a state machine, every valid transac-

tion will change the state of the blockchain. As a result, block-

chain can be utilized as a trusted environment to execute

computer programs, i.e., smart contract [16]. Specifically, the

broker can store all retailer policies and user profiles onto the

blockchain and design an advertising smart contract to imple-

ment the ad delivery. By doing so, a blockchain-based solution

achieves two distinctive features: (1) Decentralized transpar-

ency. The ad dissemination is publicly verifiable in a distributed

network [17]. (2) Automatic accountability. Any advertising

misconduct can be automatically detected and publicly held

accountable by confiscating cryptocurrencies of misbehaving

parties. However, the solution may not be practical in real-world

implementations due to the following challenges. (1) Efficiency.

Since on-chain storage and computation resources are limited,

directly implementing the ad delivery on the blockchain is

expensive [18], [19] for SAN. (2) Privacy. User profilesmay con-

tain sensitive personal information, e.g., locations and interests

[20], whichmay be exposed to the public due to the transparency

nature of the blockchain. At the same time, retailer polices are

required to be transparent in SAN. The conflict between user pro-

file privacy and retailer policy transparency requires specific

designs in a blockchain-based architecture.

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based Smart Adver-

tising Network with Privacy-preserving Accountability

(SANPA). Specifically, the broker commits to the retailer poli-

cies and ad dissemination algorithms with succinct crypto-

graphic authenticators. The authenticators are updated to an

accountability contract on the blockchain to serve as a public

commitment of advertising transparency. Instead of directly

implementing SAN on the blockchain, SANPA enables the bro-

ker to manage the ad dissemination in an off-chain manner.

Both users and retailers can require transparency explanations

about advertising activities, e.g., correct inclusion of retailer

policies and correct computation of the ad dissemination pro-

cess, by sending challenges to the accountability contract. With

the on-chain cryptographic authenticators, the accountability

contract can efficiently and publicly verify the correctness of

the challenged advertising activities without sacrificing user

profile privacy. At the same time, the accountability contract

can hold any advertising misconduct publicly accountable, i.e.

confiscating cryptocurrency deposits of misbehaving parties.

By doing so, SANPA achieves privacy-preserving accountabil-

ity for SAN. Specifically, the contributions are summarized as

follows:

� We propose a composite SNARG system from Quadratic

Arithmetic Program (QAP)-based relations andmultivari-

ate linear relations in the discrete logarithm setting. The

composite SNARG system is efficient for on-chain verifi-

cations of advertising activities and preserves user profile

privacy while pursuing public accountability.

� We design an accountability contract that receives chal-

lenges for transparency explanations and enforces account-

ability on misbehaving parties. The contract implements

the composite SNARG system and uses the cryptocurren-

cies as incentives to boosting honest advertising conducts

and promote prompt on-chain responses.

� Through the security analysis, we formulate and achieve

privacy-preserving accountability in SANPA. Extensive

experiments are conducted to demonstrate the feasibility

of SANPA. The experimental results present comprehen-

sive benchmarks for both the off-chain and on-chain com-

putation and storage overheads.

The paper is organized as follows. We review the related

work in Section II. In Section III, we present the smart adver-

tising model, security model, and design goals. In Section IV,

we introduce the building blocks. In Section V, we propose

SANPA, and provide the security analysis in Section VI. We

evaluate the performance of SANPA in Section VII, and con-

clude this paper in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Smart Advertising Transparency

Andreou et al. [5] investigated the transparency explanations

of Facebook advertising, regarding how a user is labeled with

attributes and why the user receives a specific ad. By collecting a

large amount of explanation data from different users, the

authors found out that the transparency explanations by the

brokers are sometimes incomplete and vague. Parra et al. [6]

developed a detection system that looks into users’ web browser

profile with a measurement criteria for user profile uniqueness,

which enables a configurable and flexible transparency options

for web users. Venkatadri et al. [10] utilized a third-party organi-

zation as a transparency explainer of the adverting network for

users. Li et al. [9] used trusted hardware techniques (ARM

trusted zone) to propose a verifiable advertisement click and dis-

play framework onmobile applications.

Since existing solutionsmainly utilized a single entity, insuffi-

cient attentions were directed to the distributed transparency

management for SAN. In contrast to the existing works, SANPA

explored the blockchain as a distributed architecture to purse

public awareness of advertising transparency and automatic

enforcement if the advertising misconduct is identified.
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B. Blockchain-based Accountability

Frankle et al. [21] investigated the accountability issues in a

secret process of a court system, such as a surveillance warrant

of a criminal target. The authors utilized the public ledger and

multi-party computation techniques to achieve the system trans-

parency and target privacy at the same time. Subsequently,

Panwar et al. [22] leveraged the blockchain with zero-knowl-

edge proofs and Merkle trees to design auditing framework for

legal processes to preserve the real identities of the investigative

targets. Li et al. [23] constructed a blockchain-based vehicular

forensics framework that enforces accountability and fine-

grained access control over the forensics data. The authors built

a distributed Key Policy Attribute-based Encryption (KP-ABE)

scheme that prevents malicious investigators to abuse the power.

Neisse et al. [24] studied the General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) for personal data usages and proposed a blockchain-

based framework that realized personal data accountability and

provenance tracking. Nguyen et al. [25] utilized the blockchain

to construct a geo-marketplace for trading location data in a

transparent and accountable manner.

Compared with the existing works, SANPA carefully inves-

tigated the characteristics of SAN and proposed a blockchain-

based architecture for enhancing public accountability in SAN.

SANPA also introduced an on/off chain model with an

accountability contract that significantly increased the system

efficiency for practical implementations.

C. SNARG System

In SANPA, we focus a research line of non-interactive SNARG

systems in bilinear groups, that recognize the arithmetic circuit

evaluations and the cryptographic algebra computations.

Gennaro et al. [26] exploited the QAP theory, that converts

arithmetic circuit evaluations to divisibility checks for low-

degree polynomials in bilinear groups. The proposed SNARG

system [26] is non-interactive and succinct, which results in a

notable storage and computation efficiency at the verifier. Subse-

quently, Parno et al. [27] adopted amore efficientQAP construc-

tion, that significantly reduced the degree of compiled programs,

the key size and prover computation overhead. Ben-Sasson et al.

[28] proposed a set of optimization techniques to improve the

computation and storage efficiency of the Pinocchio framework

[27]. Later, the proof size and verifier computation overhead of

QAP-based SNARG systemwas further reduced in [29]. Agrawal

et al. [30] observed that it is more efficient to combine QAP-

based SNARG and traditional Sigma protocols for the instantia-

tion of composite statements. Campanelli et al. [31] formalized

a framework with modular utilizations of SNARG systems from

QAP-based relations and algebra relations in bilinear groups.

It is a non-trivial task to design a composite SNARG system

for SANPA. First, there are different privacy requirements for

transparency explanations. Specifically, user profiles should be

kept private while retailer policies are required to be transparent

to the public. Second, different SNARG systems have different

instantiations for different relations. A simple combination of

traditional SNARG systems may not achieve desired properties

of succinctness, soundness, and selective privacy preservation.

As a result, the composite SNARG system requires careful

decomposition of SAN functionalities and modular designs of a

set of SNARG systems from different instantiations.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first formulate the smart advertising

model in terms of entities and the ad dissemination strategy.

Then, we formalize the security model and the design goals.

A. Smart Advertising Model

We abstract the existing SAN model in Fig. 1, which con-

sists of three entities: Broker, Retailer, and User.

� User: Users are equipped with multiple devices, e.g.,

mobile phones or tablets. They run a wide range of appli-

cations and can receive advertisements from multiple

channels, e.g., web search or application pushmessages.

� Retailer: Retailers are shops or stores that wish to pro-

mote their products by advertisements. Retailers rely on

the broker to manage their targeting policies and pay

the broker for the ad dissemination services.

� Broker: Broker is a third-party advertising company

(e.g., Google Ads). It manages user preference profiles

and retailer targeting policies, and charges retailers

based on per-view or per-click model.

In SANPA, we consider the ad dissemination with the popular

keyword matching strategy between user profile and retailer tar-

geting policies [32]. Specifically, a keyword dictionary D ¼
fW1;W2; :::;Wng consists of n keywords. n is a few hundreds

for a subcategory of the keyword space in Google Ads. The bro-

ker can assign each user a set of keywords from the user’s inter-

action with the broker’s applications, and constructs the user

preference profile Su. At the same time, the user can also access

and modify her/his preference profile. Each retailer selects a set

of keywords from D and constructs a targeting policy Sr. The

broker measures the similarity between the user profile and

retailer policies, and returns the user with advertisements that

are most relevant to her preference profile.

B. Security Model

Users and retailers are both rational. That is, either users or

retailers will only challenge the advertising system, if there

are concerns on the advertising transparency. They will also

accept transparency explanations if the explanations are

Fig. 1. Smart advertising model.
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publicly verifiable. The broker is a multi-sector enterprise, that

may not always follow the pre-determined ad dissimilation

strategy, due to profit considerations, slow internal processes,

and the lack of public auditings. Under the security model, we

define the security goal as privacy-preserving accountability

and present its progressive meanings as follows:

Definition 1. Privacy-preserving Accountability

� Public Verifiability: Users and retailers can require the

broker to provide advertising transparency explanations

about the ad dissemination process and retailer policy

management, the correctness of which should be publicly

verifiable.

� Privacy: User preference profiles are concealed from

the public view, even in a publicly verifiable transpar-

ency explanation.

� Accountability: Timely and automatic obligations enforce-

ment on the broker should be achieved in case of any

advertisingmisconduct.

C. Design Goals

SANPA should achieve the following design goals:

� Compatibility: SANPA should support the ad dissemina-

tion with the keyword matching strategy.

� Security: SANPA should achieve privacy-preserving

accountability for the smart advertising network.

� Efficiency: SANPA should incur applicable overhead to

the smart advertising network.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present the preliminaries in SANPA, includ-

ing cryptographic commitment schemes, SNARG systems, and

digital signature schemes. (1) The cryptographic commitment is

utilized to securely digest targeting policies and user profiles

into a succinct authenticator. (2) SNARG systems can achieve

verifiable on-chain transparency explanations. (3) Digital signa-

ture is used to generate non-repudiable off-chain receipts of

advertising activities. Notations are shown in Table I.

A. Notations

G1;G2;GT denote three cyclic multiplicative groups [33]

with a prime order p and a bilinear pairing e : G1 � G2�!GT .

Zp denotes a ring of integers modules p. r 2R Zp indicates r is
randomly chosen from Zp. F denotes a finite field. ½n� denotes
integers from 1 to n. A bold lower letter xn 2 Fn denotes an

n-dimension vector from F. A bold capital letter Xm�n 2
Fm�n denotes an m � n matrix from F. We denote R as a

polynomial-time decidable relation with a statement x and a

witness w [31]. ðx; wÞ 2 R indicates that R holds on a pair

ðx; wÞ, which can be efficiently decided by a non-interactive

argument system [30].

B. Cryptographic Commitment

Cryptographic commitment schemes [34] allow a party to

commit to a secret value, such as an integer or a vector of inte-

gers. The commitment can either be directly revealed to the

public, or combined with the zero-knowledge proof technique

[35] to demonstrate that the committed value satisfies a public

relation without leaking the value. We define the crypto-

graphic commitment as follows:

Definition 2. A cryptographic commitment of value x using

a commitment key CK is denoted asComðx; CKÞ.
A typical example of commitment schemes in the cyclic mul-

tiplicative groups is Pedersen commitment. Given x; r 2R Z2
p

where r is the randomness, andCK ¼ ðg1; g2Þ 2 G2
1, a Pedersen

commitment Comðx;CKÞ ¼ gx1g
r
2. Given a vector xn, r 2R

Zp, and CK
0 ¼ ðg; g1; g2; :::; gnÞ 2 Gnþ1

1 , an extended Pedersen

commitmentComðxn; CK0Þ ¼ gr
Qn

i¼1 g
xi
i .

C. Succinct Non-interactive ARGuments (SNARG)

The SNARG system allows a prover to demonstrate that a

public relation R holds on a pair ðx; wÞ to a verifier, which

can be defined as follows:

Definition 3. A SNARG system
P

for a relation R consists

of three algorithms:

� KeyGenðR; ppÞ ! C ¼ ðEK; VKÞ
� ProveðEK; x; wÞ ! p

� VerifyðVK; x;pÞ ! ð0; 1Þ
KeyGen takes as inputs the relation R and public system

parameters pp, and outputs the common reference string C

with EK and VK. Prove takes as inputs the EK, a statement

x, and a witness w. Prove evaluatesR on ðx; wÞ and generates
a proof p. Verify takes VK, the statement x, and the proof p.

It outputs 1 if ðx; wÞ 2 R; it outputs 0, otherwise. We define

four security notions of SNARG systems as follows:

� Completeness: A rational verifier will accept ðx;pÞ if

ðx; wÞ 2 R and p is correctly computed.

� Soundness: A computationally-bounded adversary can-

not forge an invalid tuple ðx0; w0;p0Þ, such that

ðx0; w0Þ =2 R and VerifyðVK; x0;p0Þ ! 1.
� Succinctness: The proof length is only determined by

the system security parameter.

� Privacy Preservation: The verifier only learns whether

ðx; wÞ 2 R.

For different relations R, SNARG systems can be catego-

rized into subsets with different instantiations and security

notions. In SANPA, we consider two categories: (1) Multivari-

ate linear relations in the discrete logarithm (DLog) setting.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS
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(2) Quadratic Arithmetic Program (QAP) based SNARG in

bilinear groups.

1) Multivariate Linear Relations in the DLog: The SNARG

system for multivariate linear relations can be efficiently rec-

ognized by discrete logarithms in multiplicative groups with a

prime order. In SANPA, we focus on two specific SNARG sys-

tems in the DLog: (1) the equality test for two Pedersen vector

commitments, and (2) the succinct openness for a subset of a

Pedersen vector commitment [36], [37].

Definition 4. Two extended Pedersen commitments for the

same vector xn with different commitment keys CK1; CK2

are defined as follows:

Comðxn; CK1Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

g
xi
i ; CK1 ¼ ðg1; :::; gnÞ 2 Gn

1

Com0ðxn; CK2Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

g
0xi
i ; CK2 ¼ ðg01; :::; g0nÞ 2 Gn

1

A SNARG system
P

V enables a prover with knowledge xn to

convince a verifier that Com and Com0 open to the same

vector xn.

Definition 5. ConsiderRm�n 2 Zm�n
P , yn 2 Zn

P is a subset of

Rm�n indexed by IS ¼ fði1; j1Þ; ði2; j2Þ; :::; ðin; jnÞg, a Peder-
sen commitment forR is defined as follows:

ComðR; CKÞ ¼
Ym
i¼1

Yn
j¼1

g
Ri;j
i;j ; CK ¼ fgi;jg 2 Gm�n

1

A SNARG system
P

S enables a prover with knowledge R to

convince a verifier: the subset of ComðR; CKÞ indexed by

IS opens to yn.

We change the position of randomness r in the original Ped-
ersen commitment to a position in x or R. Both

P
V and

P
S

achieve completeness, soundness and Succinctness for secure

and efficient verifications. We will present the detailed designs

of
P

V and
P

S in Section V.

2) QAP-based SNARG in Bilinear Groups: Evaluations of

R on a pair ðx;wÞ is equivalent to the circuit satisfiability eval-

uations with certain inputs. Gennaro et al. [26] proposed a tech-

nique to convert the evaluation of an arithmetic circuit C to the

divisibility check of a Quadratic Arithmetic Program (QAP) Q.

In specific, Q consists of three sets of polynomials V ¼
fvkðxÞg, W ¼ fwkðxÞg, Y ¼ fykðxÞg, where k 2 ½0; z� and z
denotes the number of input, intermediate and output wires in

C. A target polynomial tðxÞ is defined by picking a random root

for each multiplication gate in C. An input ða1; a2; :::; aoÞ 2 Fo

and an output ðaz�pþ1; az�pþ2; :::; azÞ 2 Fp are valid assign-

ments of C, iff ðaoþ1; aoþ2; :::; aoþqÞ 2 Fq can be found such

that tðxÞ can divide pðxÞ, where z ¼ oþ pþ q.

pðxÞ ¼ ðv0ðxÞ þ
Xz
k¼1

akvkðxÞÞ � ðw0ðxÞ þ
Xz
k¼1

akwkðxÞÞ

� ðy0ðxÞ þ
Xz
k¼1

akykðxÞÞ

(1)

ðaoþ1; aoþ2; :::; aoþqÞ actually denote the assigned values of

intermediate multiplication wires.

We define a relationRQ that decides on a pair ðx;wzÞ for an
arithmetic circuit C. wz 2 Fz corresponds to input, output and

intermediate multiplication wires of C. Based on Equation 1,RQ

is represented by a linear combination ofwz, which can be effi-

ciently evaluated in pairing-friendly bilinear groups. Adopting

techniques from [27], [29], [37], we obtain a SNARG systemP
Q forRQ.

D. Digital Signature

A digital signature scheme consists of three algorithms:

� GenðG; 1�Þ ! ðpk; skÞ
� SigðmÞsk ! ps

� Veriðm;psÞpk ! ð0; 1Þ
KeyGen takes into G and the security parameter �, and out-

puts a public/private key pair ðpk; skÞ. Sig takes into a mes-

sage m and a secret key sk, and outputs a signature ps. Veri
takes into a message and a signature. It outputs 1 if the verifi-

cation passes; it outputs 0, otherwise. We utilize ECDSA sig-

nature [38] in SANPA, which is compatible in the Ethereum.

V. SMART ADVERTISING NETWORK WITH PRIVACY-

PRESERVING ACCOUNTABILITY

In this section, we first give an overview of SANPA including

System Model, Design Ideas, and Workflow. Then, we present

the details of SANPA, in terms of Initialization, Off-chain Smart

Advertising andOn-chain Transparency Explanation.

A. Overview

1) System Model: In SANPA, we introduce two additional

entities to SAN: a distributed committee (DC) and a public

blockchain in Fig. 2. (1) DC can be a set of independent super-

vising authorities running a Secure Multi-party Computation

(SMC) protocol. For example, Zerocash has implemented an

SMC protocol [39] to setup the blockchain system. (2) Block-

chain is a public ledger, e.g., Ethereum. It is maintained by

peer-to-peer blockchain miners and supports secure and auto-

matic executions of smart contracts. We also assume that

secure and authenticated off-chain channels are established

among all entities.

2) Design Ideas: SANPA introduces an on/off chain com-

putation model for the blockchain-based architecture: (1) User

Fig. 2. SANPA workflow.
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profile and retailer policy managements, and the ad dissemina-

tion are conducted in an off-chain manner by the ad broker.

SANPA requires each advertising activity is non-repudiable by

the broker, which can be achieved by using digital signatures.

(2) Broker advertising activities are publicly audited with

effective accountability enforcements in an on-chain manner,

if required by users or retailers. (3) User profile privacy is

guaranteed in the public transparency explanations with the

design of a composite SNARG system. By doing so, SANPA

achieves distributed, efficient, and privacy-preserving trans-

parency explanations.

3) Workflow: In Fig. 2, SANPA consists of the following

three phases:

(1) Initialization. DC sets up the advertising policies by ini-

tializing a set of SNARG systems
P

Q ,
P

V and
P

S .
P

S veri-

fies that retailer policies are correctly managed by the ad

broker.
P

V verifies that the retailer policies are correctly

entered into the ad dissemination process.
P

Q verifies that the

ad dissemination process follows the pre-determined keyword

matching strategies. DC creates an accountability contract to

store evaluation keys of the SNARG systems. More details are

given in Section V-B.

(2) Off-chain smart advertising. Users and retailers register

themselves at the broker. Users manage their preference pro-

files generated by the broker. Retailers set their targeting poli-

cies. The broker runs the ad dissemination process with the

keyword matching strategy between the user preference pro-

file and retailer targeting policies. The broker finds most rele-

vant advertisements and sends them to the user.

(3) On-chain transparency explanation. Users and retailers

can make challenges to the accountability contract and require

transparency explanations on broker activities, e.g., the ad dis-

semination process and the retailer policy management. The

broker must response to the challenges promptly, by updating

correctness proofs of the advertising activities to the contract.

The contract verifies the proofs from the broker and enforces

obligations if any advertising misconduct is identified.

B. Initialization

DC chooses a system security parameter � and a set of

asymmetric multiplicative groups G ¼ ðG1;G2;GT Þ with a

prime order p and a bilinear pairing e. g 2 G1 and ~g 2 G2 are

two random generators. DC sets the system public parameter

pp ¼ ðG; p; e; g; ~gÞ. DC sets a composite relation as follows:

ðSu; SR; SoÞ 2 RQ
^ðDR ¼ ComðSR; CKRÞ; D �R ¼ ComðSR; CK �RÞÞ 2 RV
^ðDR; Sr; ISÞ 2 RS

8<
:

(2)

DC abstracts the ad dissemination process in Algorithm 1 as a

relation RQ on a pair ðSu 2 Zn
P ; SR 2 Zm�n

P ; So 2 Zk
P Þ. Su

corresponds to an n-dimension user profile. SR corresponds to

m retailer targeting policies, each of which is also n-dimen-

sional. The process outputs So, that consists of k retailer iden-

tifiers with the most relevant keywords to the user profile.

DR; D �R are commitments generated under different commit-

ment keys CKR; CK �R. Sr 2 SR is the keyword set for an

individual retailer indexed by IS .
DC initializes the above relations with SNARG systemsP
Q;

P
V , and

P
S . The evaluation of the relation RQ is

achieved by the design of the
P

Q . To preserve user profile

privacy, the Verify algorithm of
P

Q takes a commitmentD �uo

(a commitment of Su and So) and a commitment D �R of

retailer policies. However, the original commitment D �R in theP
Q does not support efficient verifications of retailer chal-

lenges. Therefore, a SANRG system
P

S is designed to suc-

cinctly reveal the retailer policy from a well-structured

external commitment DR. At the same time, SANPA proves

that D �R and DR open to the same vector commitments with

the design of the
P

V .
1)

P
Q CRS Setup: DC instantiates

P
Q as a Pinocchio

SNARG system [27], with the following three algorithms:

� KeyGenðRQ; ppÞ ! CQ ¼ ðEKQ; VKQÞ
� ProveðEKQ; ðSu; SR; SoÞÞ ! pQ
� VerifyðVKQ;pQÞ ! ð0; 1Þ
KeyGen generates CRS CQ with an evaluation key EKQ

and a verification key VKQ. Prove evaluates ðSu; SR; SoÞ and
outputs a correctness proof pQ. Verify outputs 1 if

ðSu; SR; SoÞ 2 RQ; Otherwise, it outputs 0. We omit the

detailed constructions of the three algorithms, but note that

the existence of Pedersen-like commitment keys ðCK�u 2
Gn
1 ; CK �R 2 Gm�n

1 ; CK�o 2 Gk
1Þ 2 EKQ and Pedersen commit-

ments ðD �uo 2 G1; D �R 2 G1Þ 2 pQ.
2)

P
V CRS Setup: DC chooses a set of random numbers

Z 2R Zm�n
P , and computes CKR ¼ fCKRi;j

¼ gZi;jgi2½m�;j2½n�
2 Gm�n

1 . DC chooses random generators R ¼ fRi;jgi2½m�;j2½n�
2R Gm�n

1 and a;b; g 2R Z3
P . DC computes J ¼ ~ga;K ¼ ~gb;

L ¼ ~gg . DC computes Ti;j ¼ CKa
Ri;j

Rb
i;jCK

g
�Ri;j

. DC sets T ¼
fTi;jg 2 Gm�n

1 . The CRS of
P

V is as follows:

EKV ¼ ðR;T Þ; VKV ¼ ðJ;K;LÞ

3)
P

S CRS Setup: DC computes gCKRi;j
¼ ~gZi;j ; 8i 2 ½m�;

j 2 ½n� and sets gCKR ¼ fgCKRi;j
g 2 Gm�n

2 . DC computes

EKSði;jÞði0;j0Þ ¼ gZi;jZi0j0 ; 8ði; i0Þ 2 ½m�; ðj; j0Þ 2 ½n�; ði; jÞ 6¼ ði0;
j0Þ. DC sets EKS ¼ fEKSði;jÞði0 ;j0Þg 2 Gm2n2�mn

1 .

4) CRS Distribution: DC sends fpp; CKR; gCKR; CK�u;
CK�og to users and retailers, and fpp; EKQ; EKV ; EKS ;
CKR; gCKRg to the broker.

For
P

S and
P

V from the DLog, the common reference

string consists of sets of non-identical generators, whose well-

formedness can be easily checked by the public. For
P

Q from

theQAP theorem, a trapdoor secret is used to generate the eval-

uation and verification keys, which can be securely computed

by DC with a SMC protocol or must be securely destroyed if

the secret is generated by a single authority.

C. Off-chain Smart Advertising

The off-chain smart advertising consists of Registration,

Retailer Policy Archiving and Ad Dissemination. We assume
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secure and authenticated communication channels [40] are

established among users, retailers and the broker.

1) Registration: The broker registers itself at DC with a

public key pkA of ECDSA signature and a blockchain address

addrA. DC validates the identity of the broker and the well-

formedness of pkA.
A user registers herself/himself at the broker with a univer-

sal ID IDu and a public key pku of ECDSA signature. Similar

to preference tag management in Google Ads, the user can

obtain a set of keywords provided by the broker from the key-

word dictionary D ¼ fW1;W2; :::;Wng. The user further sets
a preference profile Su as follows:

Su ¼ fKu;igi2½n�
Ku;i ¼ 0; if Wi is not selected
Ku;i ¼ ri; ri 2R ZP ; otherwise

�
(3)

The user sends Su to the broker. The broker sets mu ¼
ðIDu; Su; TuÞ, where Tu is a valid time stamp. The broker

computes a signature as SigskAðmuÞ ! pu and sets the evi-

dence of user preference profile as follows:

Evidu ¼ ðmu;puÞ (4)

The broker sends Evidu to the user and stores ðIDu; Su; pkuÞ
at its storage. The user checks Su and Veriðmu;puÞpkA ! 1
and sends back an acknowledgement to the broker if the

checks pass, which ensures the correctness of the Evidu.
A retailer registers herself/himself at the broker, with a uni-

versal ID IDr, a public signature key pkr and a targeting pol-

icy Sr as follows:

Sr ¼ fKr;igi2½n�
Kr;i ¼ 0; if Wi is not selected
Kr;i ¼ ri; ri 2R ZP ; otherwise

�
(5)

For representation simplicity, we assume that there are m
retailers in SANPA that are sequentially indexed. We denote

r 2 ½m� as the index number of the retailer IDr, which means

that IDr ¼ r. The broker sets VKr ¼ fCKRr;j
gj2½n� 2 Gn

1 ,

where CKRr;j
is the ðr; jÞ-th item in CKR. Similarly, the bro-

ker sets fVKr ¼ fgCKRr;j
gj2½n� 2 Gn

2 . The broker sets mr ¼
ðIDr; Sr; VKr; fVKr; TrÞ, where Tr is a time stamp. The broker

computes a signature pr ¼ SigskAðmrÞ and sets the evidence

of the retailer policy Evidr as follows:

Evidr ¼ ðmr;prÞ (6)

The broker sends the Evidr to the retailer and stores

ðIDr; Sr; pkrÞ at its local storage. The retailer checks that VKr

and fVKr are correctly chosen from CKR and gCKR, and

Veriðmr;prÞpkA ! 1. The retailer sends an acknowledgement

to the broker if all checks pass.

2) Retailer Policy Archiving: The broker collects targeting

policies from m retailers as SR ¼ ðS1; S2; :::; SmÞ. We denote

Ki;j as the j-th item in the keyword set of the i-th retailer Si. The

broker computes a cryptographic commitmentDR as follows:

DR ¼
Ym
i¼1

Yn
j¼1

CK
Ki;j

Ri;j
(7)

The broker uploadsDR to the accountability contract.

3) Ad Dissemination: The broker generates the non-

repudiable evidence of ad disseminations for users with the

following steps:

1) The user generates an ad requestmsid ¼ ðsid; IDu; TsidÞ,
where sid is a session id and Tsid is a time stamp. The user

computes psid ¼ SigðmsidÞsku and sends ðmsid;psidÞ to

the broker.

2) The broker checks the time stamp, the user ID IDu and

the freshness of sid. If Veriðmsid;psidÞpku ! 1, the bro-
ker retrieves user preference profile Su and conducts the

ad dissemination in Algorithm 1.

3) The broker computes:

D�o ¼
Yk
i¼1

CK
IDi2So
�oi

; D�u ¼
Yn
i¼1

CK
Ku;i
�ui

D �uo ¼ D�uD�o; p0
sid ¼ SigskAðm0

sidÞ
(8)

m0
sid ¼ ðD �uo;msid; T

0
sidÞ. The broker stores ðIDu; sid;

SoÞ at its storage and sends ðSo;m
0
sid;p

0
sidÞ to the user.

4) If Veriðm0
sid;p

0
sidÞpkA ! 1 and D �uo is correctly com-

puted with Su; So; CK�u; CK�o, the user sets Evidsid ¼
ðm0

sid;psid;p
0
sidÞ. The user also generates an acknowl-

edgement for the broker to charge the retailer.

D. On-chain Transparency Explanation

In this section, we first define two types of challenges about

the broker advertising activities. Second, we present an overview

of the accountability contract. Third, we present the design

details of the accountability contract.

1) Advertising Challenge: Two types of transparency chal-

lenges are designed in SANPA: (1) Retailer Challenge: A retailer

can make a challenge withEvidr to the accountability contract to
check whether the targeting policy Sr is correctly included in the

on-chain authenticatorDR. (2)User Challenge: A user can make

a challenge with Evidsid to the accountability contract to check

whether the ad dissemination process is correctly conducted.

2) Overview: The accountability contract consists of four

phases: Initialization, Challenge, Resolve and Claim.

� Initialization. DC initializes system public parameters

and creates the accountability smart contract.

� Challenge. Retailers or users send their evidence to the

accountability contract to require transparency explana-

tions for specific advertising activities.

Algorithm 1: AdDissemination with Exact KeywordMatching

Input:User profile Su, retailer policies SR
Output:Retailer Identifier Set So

Set So, Stemp to be empty

for Si 2 SRdo
Set flag to be 1
forKu;j 2 Su do

ifKu;j 6¼ 0 & Ki;j ¼ 0
Set flag ¼ 0then

ifflag ¼ 1 then
Add the retailer identifier IDi to Stemp

Add k identifiers of Stemp to So
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� Resolve. The broker retrieves the challenges from the

accountability contract and proves the correctness of the

challenged advertising activities within a pre-determined

threshold time. The broker uploads the correctness proof

of the challenged activities to the contract and claims

the deposits of the challenger if the proof passes the

verification.

� Claim. If the broker does not provide the proof within

the threshold time, users or retailers can send a request

to the accountability contract and claim deposits of the

broker.

3) Accountability Contract: We utilize the public Ether-

eum blockchain to implement the accountability contract. In

SANPA, we require that DC is associated with an Ethereum

blockchain address that is known to the public. In the follow-

ing, we present the detailed designs of the above four phases:

Initialization. The broker registers its public key pkA and

blockchain address addrA at DC. DC initializes the SNARG sys-

tems for the on-chain transparency explanations. For the retailer

challenge, DC instantiates the SNARG system
P

S , that is to

prove a retailer’s targeting policy Sr is correctly included inDR.
For the user challenge, SANPA designs a composite SNARG sys-

tem with
P

Q and
P

V . DC creates the accountability contract

in Algorithm 2. The contract stores the broker’s public key and

blockchain address, the public system parameters, verification

keys of SNARG systems, and the authenticator of retailer policies

DR. The contract also stores a threshold time TH and takes ini-

tial depositsCA from the broker.

Challenge. Users and retailers make challenges of advertis-

ing activities to the accountability contract. UserChallenge

function takes evidence and deposits Cu from users. Retailer-

Challenge function takes Evidr and deposits Cr from a

retailer. Both of the functions will verify the signatures of the

evidence, set the time stamp for the challenge, and record the

valid evidence on the contract.

Resolve.We present the details in terms of user changes and

retailer challenges.

For user challenges, the broker retrieves unprocessed user

challenges and conducts off-chain processing via Prove algo-

rithms of SNARG systems
P

Q and
P

V as follows:

� From RecU , the broker obtains IDu and Evidsid. The
broker retrieves Su with IDu and SR from its storage.

Su is the user preference profile and SR is the keyword

sets of all retailers.

� The broker runs ProveðEKQ; ðSu; SR; SoÞÞ to obtain a

proofpQ forRQ. Note that, there are commitmentsD �R ¼
ComðSR; CK �RÞ;D �uo ¼ ComðSu;CK�uÞ �ComðSo;
CK�oÞ 2 pQ.

� With ðT;RÞ 2 EKV , the broker runs Prove function ofP
V as follows:

X ¼
Ym
i¼1

Yn
j¼1

T
Ki;j
i;j ; Y ¼

Ym
i¼1

Yn
j¼1

R
Ki;j
i;j ; Ki;j 2 SR (9)

� The broker sets pV ¼ ðX; Y Þ.
For retailer challenges, the broker retrieves unprocessed

retailer challenges from RecR by IDr, and conducts Prove

algorithm of
P

S . Specifically, the broker obtains IDr; Sr from

Evidr and EKS from its storage. We denote the index IS for Sr

as fðr; 1Þ; ðr; 2Þ; :::; ðr; nÞg and Rm�n as fð1; 1Þ; ð1; 2Þ; :::;
ðm� 1; nÞ; ðm;nÞg. The broker computes a proof pS as

follows:

pS ¼
Y

ði;jÞ2IS

Y
ði0;j0Þ2Rm�nnIS

EK
Ki0 ;j0
Sði;jÞði0;j0Þ (10)

The broker uploads ðpV ;pQÞ or pS to the accountability

contract by calling UChallengeResolve or RChallengeResolve

functions. Both functions retrieve unprocessed challenges

from the blockchain storage, and check the correctness and

freshness of the proofs. If the proof is correct, the deposits

from users/retailers will be transferred to the broker; Other-

wise, users/retailers will take deposits from the broker.

Claim. Users/retailers can use UserClaim or RetailerClaim

to claim broker deposits, if they do not receive a timely

response. The functions check the threshold time TH and the

processing status flag, and transfer the broker deposits to

users/retailers if a response delay is identified.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

First, we summarize the security properties of the SNARG sys-

tems in terms of Completeness, Soundness, Succinctness and

Privacy Preservation. Then, we discuss the security and fairness

of the accountability contract. Finally, based on the security

properties of the SNARG systems and the smart contract, we

give the security analysis of privacy-preserving accountability.

A. SNARG Security

The security properties of
P

Q inherit from the QAP-based

SNARG systems [27], [29]. Completeness is recognized by the

QAP theorem and the correctness of the linear combination

checks in the bilinear groups. Thus, a rational verifier will

accept the proof if it is correctly generated. Soundness ensures

the unforgeability of the proof pQ. If q-PDH,d-PKE,2q-SDH
assumptions hold in elliptic curve-based groups of order q for

a QAP of degree d where q 	 4dþ 4 [29], a computationally-

bonded broker without the knowledge of the trapdoor secret

cannot forge a valid tuple ðSu; SR; SoÞ =2 RQ to pass the

Verify function. The proof is succinct (a few group elements)

due to the high expressiveness of EKQ. Users choose random
numbers to construct Su in the registration phase, which

makes the corresponding commitments privacy-preserving

even for two commitments with the same keyword set. Since

only commitments of Su is utilized in the Verify function,P
Q achieves privacy preservation for the user profiles.P
V is succinct since there are only 2 group elements in the

proof pV .
P

V is complete and sound if the SXDH assumption

holds in G [37].
P

S is succinct since there is only one group

element in the proof pS .
P

S is complete and sound if CDH

assumption holds for computationally-bounded adversaries

[36].
P

S is not privacy preserving as the prover directly opens

the Sr to the verifier. This design is reasonable since
P

S is

used for retailer challenge, where the targeting policy Sr is

required to be transparent to the public.
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B. Smart Contract Security

Smart contract security relies on the underlying Ehtereum

blockchain. For a proof-of-work consensus protocol, the smart

contract security is achieved if an adversary cannot control the

most (51 percent) of the computing power in the blockchain

network [16]. Informally, the smart contract in the Ethereum

provides three security properties: (1) Data stored in the con-

tract cannot be maliciously modified. (2) In a long term, hon-

est blockchain nodes will agree on a consistent view of the

smart contract states. (3) A correct contract function call will

be verified and executed within a certain period of time, i.e.

transaction confirmation time.

C. Privacy-preserving Accountability

1) Public Verifiability: The public verifiability [41] in

SANPA consists of two parts: retailer policy management and

the ad dissemination process. SANPA requires a trusted setup of

the SNARG systems and the accountability contract, that stores

verification keys of the SNARG systems and the cryptographic

commitment of the DR to receive challenges from users and

retailers. Due to the first property of the smart contract, the on-

chain storage is secure and cannot bemaliciously modified.

For the retailer challenge, the broker generates the evid-

ence Evidr for each retailer policy Sr. Evidr is non-repudiable
due to the security of ECDSA signature. Any retailer can

require the broker to generate a proof by sending a retailer

challenge to the accountability contract. The broker proves

that Sr is correctly included in DR by running Prove function
of

P
S , which cannot be forged due to the soundness of

P
S .

For the user challenge, the broker generates the evidence

Evidsid for each ad dissemination. The evidence is non-repu-

diable due to the security of ECDSA signature. When receiv-

ing a user challenge, the broker proves that the ad

dissemination process is correctly conducted with D �uo in

Evidsid and the on-chain authenticator DR. To do so, the bro-

ker runs Prove functions of
P

Q and
P

V . Due to the sound-

ness of
P

Q and
P

V , the broker cannot forge an invalid proof

that passes Verify functions in the UChalResolve.
With the completeness of the SNARG systems, a rational

user or retailer will accept the proof if it is correctly computed.

Since the accountability contract is implemented over the

Ethereum blockchian, anyone in the public can verify correct-

ness of the transparency challenges. In summary, public verifi-

ability is achieved in SANPA.

2) Privacy Preservation: For the user challenge, users

upload the evidence Evidsid to the accountability contract.

Evidsid contains the commitment D �uo of Su; So. The account-

ability contract uses Verify functions of
P

Q and
P

V for public

verifications of the proof pQ and pV . Due to the randomness in

the user profile, the verifications on the contract will not leak the

plaintext of D �uo, other than if ðSu; SR; SoÞ 2 RQ. That is, pri-
vacy preservation for the user profile is achieved in SANPA.

3) Obligation Enforcement: SANPA utilizes the smart con-

tract to enforce timely obligations on misbehaving parties. Spe-

cifically, the accountability contract takes initial deposits from

the broker and will transfer the deposits if any advertising mis-

conduct is identified. With the liveness of the smart contract, an

advertising challenge cannot be maliciously delayed or ignored.

Moreover, to promote timely responses from the broker, the

accountability contract utilizes the Ethereum block time and sets

a threshold TH for each advertising challenge. That is, obligation

enforcement is achieved in SANPA.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Since SANPA is an add-on component of the existing SAN, we

mainly evaluate the additional overhead of SANPA in terms of

Algorithm 2: Accountability Contract

Require: addrA, pkA, pp, VKQ; VKV ,DR, TH , CA
Set RecU;RecR to be empty
Function UserChallenge Evidsid, deposit Cu

Check Veriðmsid;psidÞpkA ! 1
Check Veriðm0

sid;p
0
sidÞpkA ! 1

Check IDujjsid~RecU
Set addru ¼ message sender; flag ¼ 0
Set Trecv ¼ block:time
Add the following to RecU :
ðIDujjsid; addru; Evidsid; Trecv; flagÞ

Function RetailerChallenge Evidr, deposit Cr

Check Veriðmr;prÞpkA ! 1
Check IDr~RecR
Set addrr ¼ message sender; flag ¼ 0
Set Trecv ¼ block:time
Add ðIDr; addrr; Evidr; Trecv; flagÞ to RecR

Function UserClaim IDu; sid
Retrieve tuples from RecU by IDujjsid
Check addru ¼ message sender, flag ¼ 0
if block:time� Trecv > TH then

Transfer C0
u to addru

Function RetailerClaim IDr

Retrieve tuples from RecR by IDr

Check addrr ¼ message sender, flag ¼ 0
if block:time� Trecv > TH then

Transfer C0
r to addrr

Function UChalResolve IDu; sid;pV ;pQ
Checkmessage sender ¼ addrA
Retrieve Evidsid; flag; Trecv from RecU
Check flag ¼ 0 and block:time� Trecv < TH

Check ðD �uo 2 EvidsidÞ ¼ ðD �uo 2 pQÞ
Check VerifyðVKQ;pQÞ ! 1
Check eðX; ~gÞ ¼ eðDR; JÞeðY;KÞeðD �R; LÞ
if All checks pass then

Transfer Cu to addrA, set flag ¼ 1
else

Transfer C0
u to addru, set flag ¼ 1

Fnnction RChalResolve IDr;pS

Checkmessage sender ¼ addrA
Retrieve Evidr; flag; Trecv from RecR
Check flag ¼ 0 and block:time� Trecv < TH

Check eð DRQ
j2½n� CK

Kr;j

Rr;j

;
Q

j2½n� gCKRr;j
Þ ¼ eðpS; ~gÞ

if All checks pass then

Transfer Cr to addrA, set flag ¼ 1
else

Transfer C0
r to addrr, set flag ¼ 1
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the SNARG systems and the accountability contract. We utilize a

single entity to implement DC in the experiments for illustrative

purposes. First, we present the theoretical and experimental anal-

ysis of SNARG systems
P

Q ,
P

V and
P

S . Second, we analyze
the accountability contract in terms of the on-chain gas cost. All

experiments are conducted on a Linux Systemwith 2.4 GHz pro-

cessor and 8 GBmemory.

A. SNARG Systems

1)
P

V and
P

S Complexity:
P

V and
P

S are instantiated

based on alt-bn128 curve in the libff library [42]. In Table II,

we summarize the storage and computation complexity of
P

V
and

P
S with the following observations:

� Storage cost of proof and computation cost of Verify
remain succinct regardless of the input size m. This is

critical since the verification is conducted on the

accountability contract with expensive on-chain compu-

tation and storage costs.

� Prove and KeyGen consists of multi exponentiations

E1 and E2, which are optimized with a table of interme-

diate powers.

Therefore,
P

V and
P

S are practical for both the on-chain
implementations of the Verify function and off-chain
implementations of Prove and KeyGen at the broker with
powerful computing resources.

2)
P

Q Complexity: We write the ad dissemination pro-

cess of Algorithm 1 in C. The python interface of Pinocchio is

adopted to translate the C codes to circuits. We re-compile the

circuit-to-SNARG interface [43]–[45] in libsnark, by instanti-

ating the R1CS ppzkSNARK with alt-bn128 curve, which is

supported by pairing operations in the Ethereum [16]. We

choose three tunable system parameters: the dimension of the

keyword dictionary n, the number of retailersm, and the num-

ber of returned results k. We also identify three sets of perfor-

mance indicators. First, we measure the time costs for the

three functions: KeyGen, Prove and Verify. Second, we

measure the QAP complexity by the number of variables and

degrees in the compiled QAP program. Third, we measure the

size of PK and VK in bits.

In Fig. 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a), the time cost for Prove and

KeyGen increases withm;n; k. At the same time, the time cost

for Verify remains the same: around 0.27s in all experiments.

This is because
P

Q achieves succinct verification cost with

only 12 pairings. Although Keygen operation is much more

expensive compared with Prove and Verify, it is acceptable

since it is an one-time setup and the entity can remain offline

after the setup. Similar properties for the QAP complexity are

found in Fig. 3(b), 4(b) and 5(b). In Fig. 3(c), 4(c) and 5(c), the

PK size is much larger than the VK size. Since the original So

instead of its commitment is used in the experiment, the VK size

TABLE II
SNARG COMPLEXITY

� jG1j; jG2j; jZP j, size of a group element in G1;G2;ZP ; E1; E2, exponentiation operations in G1;G2; P , paring operation in G;m, number of retailers; n, dimen-
sion of the keyword dictionary.

Fig. 3. Overheads vsm, n ¼ 100; k ¼ m.

Fig. 4. Overheads vs n,m ¼ k ¼ 1000.
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linearly grows with the number of outputs So. The VK size

remains the same in Fig. 4(c) as the number of outputs is fixed at

1000. In Fig. 5(c), the VK size is reduced to a few thousand bits

if
P

Q only outputs a few results.

B. Accountability Contract

We mainly estimate the gas cost of storing data and con-

ducting cryptographic operations since algebraic operations

and read/store operations are negligible [46] in the contract.

For example, it costs 2,000 gas to store a 256-bit word in the

contract storage and 3,000 gas to verify an ECDSA signature.

For alt-bn128 group operations, we take the estimations of

optimized precompiled contracts [47].

In Table III, we summarize the storage, computation, and

gas cost for the four complex functions of the accountability

contract. For the estimation, we take the theoretical results

of alt-bn128 curve, where jZpj is 256 bit, jG1j is 512 bit,

and jG2j is 1024 bit. We regard the user/retailer ID and the

time stamp as a 32-bit word. The combination of
P

Q andP
V increases the size and verification cost of pQ compared

with the adopted libsnark implementations in our experi-

ments. Theoretically, two additional elements D �R; D �uo 2
G1 are introduced. Two more elements in G1 for appropriate

span checks of D �R; D �uo are also added. Two more elements

in G1 and two more pairings are also introduced to check

D �R; D �uo are well formed. In Table III, the retailer challenge

is more expensive than the user challenge. As a result, we

can increase the amount of broker deposits, such that the

broker loses more cryptocurrencies if the misconduct of

retailer policy management is identified.

We summarize some insights into the experimental

results. (1) Linear off-chain complexity at the prover is

mainly caused by the arithmetic computations. Specifically,

dynamic subscript assignment for arrays and loop breaks

are not supported in the implementation. (2) The efficiency

at the on-chain verifier is achieved due to the efficient veri-

fications of the QAP theorem, which significantly reduces

the implementation cost as on-chain storage and computa-

tion are expensive.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a blockchain-based smart

advertising network with privacy-preserving accountability

(SANPA). SANPA can increase the public awareness of the

advertising transparency with privacy-preserving accountability

enforcements on advertising misconduct. We have conducted

extensive experiments to demonstrate that SANPA is feasible for

real-world implementations. The research may shed light on the

future research and practice of a more trustworthy advertising

network. For our future work, we will investigate the smart

advertising network under recent privacy regulations.
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